2.3.2 - Teachers use ICT enabled tools for effective teaching-learning process

At Sivananda Sarma Memorial RV College Majority of the classrooms are ICT enabled with
projector and Audio-Visual facilities and Wi-Fi enabled campus. The faculty members use
various ICT enabled tools to augment the quality of Teaching-learning.
 During pandemic, as the situation was not conducive for offline classes, our
institution used Zoom, Google meet, Google class room, and such other
platforms to manage classes and post course relate - leaning material, quizzes, case
analysis and assignments
o The same platform was used for evaluation of students, through open book
exams, and students presentations
o Academic competitions virtually was conducted
 Virtual labs were used to conduct practical classes for students of add-on courses,
with respect to digital marketing, data analytics, Artificial intelligence, ETDCA.
 Once the government regulations suggested to open up of classes, blended
method were used to facilitate the students who were not in a position to attend the
classes using the said online platforms
 During offline classes, faculty members used AV facilities available at class
room. Students are encouraged to use give presentations
 College has 4 Smart TV which will help the faculty members to use it for teaching
and the same can be stored in the TV for future requirements
 Due to unprecedented situation of pandemic during the academic year 20-21,online
classes had to be stopped. College ensured that, this type of situation this should not
affect the teaching-learning of students, for which our faculty members prepared video
lectures and the same was uploaded to YouTube videos
 E- Resources are available at library. This include Inflibnet, Delnet,
Shodhganga and various journals from professional bodies
 Computer lab and Business lab which has around 120 computers helped the
students to have hands-on practical experience on the theory learnt at class rooms
 Online Webinars and workshops were organized by various academic clubs in
association with IQAC to ensure that learning of faculty member also do not halt during
pandemic
 College has Seminar hall and Auditorium with state of the art facilities to
organize various seminar and conferences
 During online classes, in order to track the students attendance, a software ‘At
campus’ of Azure was used to mark the attendance and the report of the same would
be generated
 Institution use online platform to conduct ‘Virtual talent hunt competitions’
 Online Certificate courses – Faculty members are encouraged to take up MOOC,
NPTEL, Coursera, and such other courses

